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Abstract

This paper presents a novel method for parsing and vectorizing semi-structured

data to enhance the functionality of Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) within

Large Language Models (LLMs). We developed a comprehensive pipeline for

converting various data formats into .docx, enabling efficient parsing and structured

data extraction. The core of our methodology involves the construction of a vector

database using Pinecone, which integrates seamlessly with LLMs to provide accurate,

context-specific responses, particularly in environmental management and wastewater

treatment operations. Through rigorous testing with both English and Chinese texts in

diverse document formats, our results demonstrate a marked improvement in the

precision and reliability of LLMs outputs. The RAG-enhanced models displayed

enhanced ability to generate contextually rich and technically accurate responses,

underscoring the potential of vector knowledge bases in significantly boosting the

performance of LLMs in specialized domains. This research not only illustrates the

effectiveness of our method but also highlights its potential to revolutionize data

processing and analysis in environmental sciences, setting a precedent for future

advancements in AI-driven applications. Our code is available at

https://github.com/linancn/TianGong-AI-Unstructure.git.
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1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) present substantial benefits in various

specialized fields, particularly due to their proficiency in processing and deriving
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insights from extensive volumes of unstructured text. These models excel in

converting intricate, unstructured data into organized formats, which is crucial for

tasks such as predicting reaction conditions in scientific studies or isolating pertinent

legal clauses from extensive documents. This capability is invaluable, especially for

augmenting experimental databases and melding computational and experimental data,

with notable applications in environmental science(Rillig et al., 2023). In the medical

sector, LLMs have shown remarkable efficacy in named entity recognition (NER)

tasks, facilitating the extraction and categorization of biomedical information from

expansive data sets(Lee et al., 2020). This has significantly contributed to both

research and clinical practice. Similarly, in the legal realm, LLMs have proven

effective in analyzing complex legal documents, pinpointing crucial legal terms, and

enhancing contract analysis(L. Yue et al., 2024). These applications underscore the

transformative impact of LLMs in processing large and complex datasets into

actionable insights, thus optimizing operations in specialized domains such as

healthcare and law.

However, the integration of LLMs in specialized domains still faces

challenges(Peng et al., 2023.). A notable issue is the generation of 'hallucinations' (L.

Yang et al., 2024),which means the creation of factually incorrect, yet seemingly

plausible information. This problem is compounded when addressing highly

specialized or nuanced queries within professional contexts. This limitation

predominantly originates from the generalized nature of the datasets used to train

these models, which often lack the depth and specificity required for particular legal

and medical scenarios(S. Pan et al., 2024). Consequently, this underscores the critical

need for a strategic integration of LLMs with domain-specific expertise. Such a fusion,

complemented by continuous evaluation and refinement, is essential to ensure the

accuracy and relevance of the models' outputs, especially in fields where precision is

paramount.

In the realm of ecological environmental management, the Retrieval-Augmented

Generation (RAG) approach is highly relevant for LLMs applications. RAG integrates

the capabilities of LLMs with external databases, enabling access to and incorporation



of essential data during generation. This enhances the model's ability to provide

accurate, context-specific information, crucial in environmental management's

complex domain. However, implementing RAG faces significant challenges, notably

in developing a vector-based knowledge base essential for accurate data retrieval. The

complexity of creating this base from vast, unstructured environmental data is

compounded by a lack of efficient structuring methods. Addressing these data

processing challenges is imperative to fully utilize RAG's potential, thereby

improving LLMs' effectiveness in ecological environmental governance.

In this study, we present an efficient method for processing documents in the

`.docx` format and constructing a vector database, leveraging an unstructured

open-source toolkit, the function calling capacity of OpenAI and the vector database

platform of Pinecone. This paper details the method and their application in

processing professional books for wastewater treatment plant operation and

constructing a vector database for use with Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG),

aiming to improve the expertise of large language models in the domain of

wastewater treatment plant operation.

2 Background and Related work

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) within large language models (LLMs)

marks a significant stride in AI research, blending advanced knowledge retrieval with

the generation capabilities of LLMs. This approach aims to boost the accuracy and

relevance of the models' responses while preserving their contextual depth. Current

research focuses on fine-tuning the retrieval process, ensuring that the information

fetched aligns closely with user queries and enhances the quality of the model's

output(Lewis et al., 2021.). A key challenge lies in integrating this retrieved

information smoothly into the generation process, creating responses that are both

coherent and contextually appropriate(Rohde et al., 2021).

A significant area of exploration is in improving the retrieval phase to filter out

irrelevant information or 'noise', ensuring that the data used by the model is of high

quality and relevance(Karpukhin et al., 2020). Researchers are also working on



making LLMs more adaptable in using this retrieved data across various topics,

enhancing the algorithms that control how the model accesses and uses this

information(Kalyan et al., 2021).

Central to RAG's function in LLMs is the creation of vector databases from

unstructured or semi-structured data like texts and web pages. These databases store

information in a format that LLMs can easily access and use. Current research,

including work on Transformer-based models, is pivotal in developing methods to

efficiently transform vast amounts of data into these useful vector formats (Devlin et

al., 2019).

However, a noticeable gap in this area is the lack of simple, efficient methods for

creating these vector databases. Existing techniques, while effective, tend to be

complex and resource-heavy, limiting their broader application. Addressing this

challenge with more user-friendly vectorization methods is crucial. Such

advancements would significantly widen the scope and effectiveness of LLMs,

enabling them to process and generate more nuanced, context-rich language responses

in a range of fields, thus enhancing the practical utility and reach of LLMs in various

applications.

3 Core Functions
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Fig. 1 Parsing and Vectorization of Semi-structured Data process framework

3.1 Data Preparation

In this phase, a diverse array of sources including books, reports, scholarly

articles, and data tables is compiled.These data largely consists of semi-unstructured

data, encompassing a variety of file formats such as `.html`, `pdf`, `xml`, `docx`,

`xlsx` and etc. Considering the substantial volume of data to be processed, the `.docx`

format stands out due to its uniform standardization, high-quality text, ease of editing,

broad compatibility, and rich metadata content, making it highly advantageous for

efficient bulk processing and structured data extraction.In this project, API

functionalities are employed to integrate open-source tools for the purpose of

converting diverse data formats into the .docx format.

For the assurance of effective post-processing, it is imperative that the content in

the transformed `.docx` files, including headings, textual elements, and tables, be

conformed to a standardized format. This standardization process involves

harmonizing the font type, font size, inter-paragraph spacing, and line spacing across

all headings, main text, and table contents.

3.2 Automated parsing and splitting

During the parsing process, the `.docx` files are divided into multiple elements

including titles, texts, images, tables, headers and footers with the partitioning

function, utilizing detectron2, a deep learning-based object detection system

(Unstructured, 2023). This partition function uses a combination of the styling

information in the document and the structure of the text to determine the type of a

text element.



As part of data preparation for an NLP model, these elements require further

filtering, to mitigate potential detrimental impacts on model efficiency caused by

superfluous content. This ensuing phase entails a deliberate omission of specific

components, particularly 'Headers' and 'Footers'. As a result, this refinement process

retains only four core elements: 'Title', 'Text', 'Image', and 'Table', thereby ensuring a

concise and targeted dataset for advanced analysis..

For the "Title" and "Text" elements, prior to integration into NLP models,

rigorous data cleaning is essential to avoid efficiency losses caused by extraneous

information. To tackle this issue, specialized functions within the 'Unstructured

Documentation' cleaning framework are utilized (Unstructured, 2023). These

functions effectively merge paragraphs separated by newlines, remove initial bullets

and dashes, and eliminate surplus whitespace. This process significantly enhances the

textual data's clarity and structural integrity, which is crucial for effective model

performance.

For the "Table" elements, the core textual information is retained in the

element's 'text attribute'. To preserve the formatting fidelity of these tables, their

HTML representation is also stored, specifically within

'element.metadata.text_as_html'. This dual-storage approach is critical for ensuring

that the table's structural and visual integrity is maintained in its rendered form.

For the "Image" elements, the 'vision_completion' approach leverages the

capabilities of the 'gpt-4-vision-preview' API. This method involves generating

specific queries that prompt GPT to provide detailed textual descriptions of images.

Once these descriptions are obtained, they are inserted back into the data collection,

replacing the positions originally occupied by the images. This process ensures a

seamless transition from visual to textual data representation in the dataset..

3.3 Chunking

In the 'Unstructured Core Library,' essential for document processing in RAG

contexts, the 'chunk_by_title' function is noteworthy for its methodical segmentation

of documents into distinct subsections, identifying titles as section markers



(Unstructured, 2023). Notably, it treats elements like tables and images as separate

sections. The inclusion of the 'multi-page_sections' parameter is significant,

facilitating the formation of multi-page sections that maintain thematic continuity.

Unlike common practices, the 'combine_text_under_n_chars' parameter set to zero

allows each text piece, regardless of length, to be recognized as an individual section,

preserving the document's detailed structure. The default 'new_after_n_chars'

parameter relies on the function’s internal logic for starting new sections. The

'max_characters' parameter, adjusted to 4096, accommodates larger sections, tailored

to the specific requirements of the document structure and content

3.4 Vector Database construction

By leveraging OpenAI's "text-embedding-ada-002" model via API, embedding

vectors are generated that correspond to specific content. This involves transforming

data, initially partitioned into chunks through a preceding chunking process, into

vector formats. The utilization of the "text-embedding-ada-002" model is pivotal in

enabling large language models to locate content in our dataset that aligns with the

given input prompt. The resultant vector data are then stored in Pinecone's vector

database, where the feature vectors maintain a dimensionality of 1536. This strategic

configuration significantly enhances the database's ability to conduct similarity

searches and offers notable advantages in data storage capacity. The application of the

"text-embedding-ada-002" model thus integrates OpenAI's advanced natural language

processing prowess with Pinecone's efficient vector data management, providing a

powerful and versatile solution for text search and analysis purposes.

4 Experiments and Discussion

In this segment of the research, we have selected one scholarly papers in Chinese

and another in English, along with one book in each language, to evaluate the efficacy

of the methodologies employed in this study and the performance of the

Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) technique. These papers and books include

textual, pictorial, and tabular elements. These two categories represent the

predominant forms of publicly released documents at present. Papers are commonly



available in an editable PDF format, whereas publicly released books are often found

in scanned or image-based PDF formats.The specifics of the documents and books

utilized for testing are detailed in Table 1.

4.1 Data Processing Results

4.1.1 Results of Text Processing Results

The processing results for text information are displayed in Figure 2 and 3,

featuring four distinct text blocks from the test papers and books: two in Chinese and

two in English. The outcomes are evident in the "Title" and "Cleaned Text" sections.

Upon converting all documents to the `.docx` format and applying the prescribed

process, the methodology proficiently identifies "Title" across various text types and

performs comprehensive text cleaning and organization. This underscores the

method's robustness in managing different data structures and multiple languages.

Table 1 Information of papers and books

Type Title
Page

Count
Language

Paper

Full-scale upgrade activated sludge to

continuous-flow aerobic granular sludge

Implementing microaerobic-aerobic

configuration with internal separators

12 English

提质增效背景下排水管网检测技术的

应用与总结
8 Chinese

Book

Modelling plastic flows in the European

Union value chain
132 English

污水处理设备操作维护问答 369 Chinese



Fig. 2 Text Processing Results Instances of papers: (a) and (c) are instances of

original texts from English and Chinese papers, respectively,while (b) and (d)

represent the results of the segmentation into chunks.



Fig. 3 Text Processing Results Instances of books: (a) and (b) are instances of

original texts from English and Chinese books, respectively,while (c) and (d)

represent the results of the segmentation into chunks.

4.1.2 Results of Image Processing Results

The results of transforming images into textual descriptions using LLM are

presented in Table 2. This research employs an embedding method that leverages the

GPT 4.0 LLM to convert images into text, thereby preserving the completeness of the

information. The findings indicate that the key information in both English and

Chinese images can be effectively extracted. However, due to the model's limited

support for Chinese elements, images containing Chinese require additional inputs

such as captions or related information to improve the model’s recognition accuracy

and efficacy, preventing ineffective identifications.



Table 2 Image processing results

NO. Original Image Cleaned Text in Chunks

1

2

3

4

4.1.3 Results of Table Processing Results

In the process of data handling, table processing presents significant challenges

as tables often contain extensive parameter and comparative analysis information.

Such information significantly enhances a LLM's capabilities in data understanding,

pattern recognition, and knowledge integration, thereby improving the accuracy and

relevance of text generation. In this study, we employed the "text_as_html" method to

handle tabular data, with the results displayed in table 3.The corresponding text,



rendered as an HTML document, appears as demonstrated in Figure 4.Our analysis

indicates that the sections of tables within chunks are expressed in HTML syntax,

allowing the saved HTML files to accurately restore the original structure and

hierarchy of the tables when opened, ensuring the correct identification and extraction

of information.

Table 3 Table processing results

NO. Original Table Cleaned text in Chunks

1

2

3



Fig. 4 Results of tables elements in chunks converted to html file

4.2 Zero-shot Question Answering Results under RAG

To evaluate the effectiveness of vector knowledge bases constructed using the

methodologies outlined in this study for enhancing the expertise of large language

models, GPT 4.0 was employed to process the papers and books utilized in this

research. A set of fifty questions was randomly generated, focusing on the content of

the selected documents. Subsequently, three questions in English and two in Chinese

were randomly chosen for testing purposes. GPT 4.0 was then tasked with scoring the

responses obtained from these tests, providing an objective measure of the

effectiveness of the vector knowledge bases in augmenting the domain-specific

knowledge of the language model across different languages. The results of the

English and Chinese assessments are presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively,

offering a clear overview of the performance of the vector knowledge bases in

enhancing the expertise of GPT 4.0.



Table 4 Zero-shot question answer results in English

NO. Question and answer Scores

1

Question1：Explain how the "Transfer Coefficients" (TCs) are used to

simulate plastic flows in the form of a paragraph?

Answer by GPT 4.0

75/100

Answer by RAG

95/100



NO. Question and answer Scores

2

Question2：Which predefined scenarios showed the greatest potential

improvement when assessing the 2025 plastic recycling targets?

Answer by GPT 4.0

60/100

Answer by RAG

95/100



NO. Question and answer Scores

3

Question3：How did the microaerobic-aerobic configuration impact the

microbial community structure and pollutant removal pathways?

Answer by GPT 4.0

85/100

Answer by RAG

95/100



Table 5 Zero-shot question answer results in Chinese

NO. Question and answer Scores

1

Question1：几种常用树脂再生剂的适用对象、浓度范围及相对用量是多

少？

Answer by GPT 4.0

80/100

Answer by RAG

95/100



NO. Question and answer Scores

2

Question2：在排水管网检查中电磁检查法有哪些应用案例？

Answer by GPT 4.0

75/100

Answer by RAG

90/100

The results presented in this study provide compelling evidence that vector

knowledge bases constructed using the methodologies described herein can

significantly enhance the ability of large language models to acquire and apply

domain-specific information. This improvement is manifested across several critical

dimensions, including clarity, specificity, accuracy, technical depth, and

comprehensiveness. By effectively augmenting the knowledge acquisition process,



these vector knowledge bases enable language models to generate responses of

substantially higher quality, demonstrating their efficacy in improving the

performance of large language models in specialized domains. These findings

underscore the potential of vector knowledge bases as a powerful tool for enhancing

the accuracy and relevance of language model outputs in domain-specific contexts,

paving the way for more effective and efficient natural language processing

applications in various specialized fields.

Conclusion
The methodologies developed in this study significantly enhance the capability

of LLMs to leverage domain-specific knowledge through the construction of vector

knowledge bases. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the RAG

approach, where LLMs, equipped with these bases, show substantial improvements in

generating precise, relevant, and contextually rich responses. This advancement is

particularly evident in the environmental science and wastewater treatment sectors,

where the integration of vector databases enables the detailed understanding and

management of complex data. The successful application of these methods promises a

broader utility of LLMs, paving the way for more sophisticated natural language

processing applications in various specialized fields. This research not only validates

the feasibility of enhancing LLMs performance with structured vector databases but

also sets a foundation for future innovations in AI-driven data processing and analysis

in environmental engineering.
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